
SERVICES FOR STARTUPS

Build something people love.



Almacube is the incubator and innovation hub of the University of
Bologna and Confindustria Emilia Area Centro. We work to promote the
economic development of our territory through the growth of young
innovative enterprises, the collaboration with mature companies, and the
education of the new generations to an entrepreneurial approach.

WHO WE ARE



Over the years,
Almacube has become
an innovation hub,
connecting and
collaborating with
different players in the
Italian business and
innovation world:
incubators, accelerators,
investors, companies,
research and advanced
training centers.
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SERVICES
Business development
Provide support in starting commercial relations and partnerships with local companies.

Fundraising
Give support to fundraising activities in the form of venture capital and subsidized finance.

HR scouting
Facilitating the search for new professional figures for team growth. 

Office spaces
Providing private and co-working spaces for your startup.

Advisory and other services
Consulting and ad-hoc services to support the startup's growth and development.  

Networking for technological development and industrialization
Promote connection with technology partners to support technological development
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Goal
Establish commercial relationships and partnerships with companies part of the
Almacube network, which includes over 3.500 enterprises.

How it works
Almacube creates connections between the startups and potential client/partner
companies. The objective is to quickly validate the startup’s business model,
supporting its commercial development. Upon request, Almacube trains the
startups to better manage important projects in the B2B sector and supports
mature companies in the construction of a "startup-friendly" engagement
processes.

Almacube's business network includes:

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT01.



Goal
Expand networks and opportunities for startups technological development.

How it works 
Almacube is committed to generate connections with its network partners (ranging from
the business, academic, research and startup fields) that can collaborate with the startup
for the technology development or the industrialization process.

Some of our partners:

NETWORKING FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
AND INDUSTRIALIZATION
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Goal
Support access to economic resources creating connections with investors from the
Almacube network.

Come funziona 
After a preliminary requirements check, the startups can join the matching program
with the investors' network: startups are included in a list presented to business
angels and VC, with whom will be organized about one meeting per month.
Meanwhile, investors have access to the information provided by the startups and
they can decide with which organize a meeting. Upon request, Almacube provides
support in the preparation of the meetings and in the negotiation phase.

Some of our partners:

FUNDRAISING - VC03.



FUNDRAISING - SOFT FINANCING

mapping and monitoring of funds and initiatives on a regional, national and foreign scale
free consultancy for financial analysis and creation of a fundraising strategy
support for the drafting of the Smart Money call (€10.000 non-repayable to use
personalized services offered by Almacube)
support for the drafting of the Smart&Start call (100.000€ - 1,5M€ in subsidized finance to
create and make the startup grow)
other calls / ad-hoc services useful to the startup growth, to be defined together

Goal
Supporting the achievement of economic resources through subsidized finance
instruments.

How it works 
Almacube supports innovative startups or SMEs by providing the following services:

Note: some services can be carried out in collaboration with Almacube's partner companies
or professionals.
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https://www.invitalia.it/cosa-facciamo/creiamo-nuove-aziende/smartstart-italia


HR SCOUTING

Newsletter
Social media (FB, IG, LinkedIn, YouTube)
Events/webinar (StartUp Day, Farete, ecc.) 
Internal channels (Slack, partner's network and word of mouth)

Goal
Facilitate the growth of the entrepreneurial teams.

How it works
Almacube shares with its network, including 10.000+ innovators, the job offers
presented by the startups, so as to facilitate the search of new professional figures
to insert in the team. Upon request, Almacube supports the structuring of the job
offer. To promote offers, Almacube uses its main communication channels, which
include:
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Goal
Provide physical spaces and perks to startups, offered by the Almacube partner network.

How it works 
Almacube rents dedicated spaces at the offices of Viale Giuseppe Fanin and Via Ugo
Foscolo (Bologna). In addition to office, meeting room and access to the community, the
packages include more than 26.000 € in discounts for services and tools to grow your
business (eg. AWS, Stripe, Hubspot, etc.).

Some of our villagers:

Note: Concessions are provided for startups accredited with the University of Bologna
and / or partecipated from Almacube. 

OFFICE SPACES05.



ADVISORY SERVICES

Goal
Based on the specific needs of the startup, Almacube offers ad-hoc consultancy
services to support the startup's growth and development.

How it works
During an initial meeting between Almacube and the startup, the needs of the latter
are identified and a personalized support plan is structured.
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tax, legal, strategy, marketing, sales, HR consulntacy with professionals

Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs: 1-6 months abroad to develop your startup

Accessible services:



crowdfunding campaigns

access to the mentor board

IP and patent advisory

validation as a service: support in the validation of the business idea

other services, to be defined together

OTHER SERVICES06.

Note: some services can be carried out in collaboration with Almacube's partner
companies or professionals.



If  you want to have more information, contact us
and we can arrange a call:

BOOK YOUR CALL!

giacomo.gentili@almacube.com



CONTACTS

Nicolas Sassoli, Startup Unit Supervisor
nicolas.sassoli@almacube.com

Giacomo Gentili, Program Manager
giacomo.gentili@almacube.com

Giacomo Venezia, Corporate Network Developer
giacomo.venezia@almacube.com




